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Abstract 

Guided Ultrasonics Ltd. (GUL) has developed an innovative testing system QSR® (Quantitative Short 

Range) to quantitatively measure corrosion at pipe supports (CUPS).  The QSR® automatically 

measures the nominal pipe diameter and the remaining wall thickness around the pipe circumference 

from a single location in a fraction of a second using a multimodal circumferential guided wave method 

and a novel processing algorithm.  A number of scans of CUPS defects were performed by the QSR® 

system, and the defect profiles were then compared with the laser scan of the defects, demonstrating 

excellent agreement.  Promising development on other applications is currently ongoing. 
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1  Introduction 

Since the launch of the first commercially available Guided Wave testing (GWT) system nearly 20 

years ago, the guided wave (GW) method has gained overwhelming recognition in delivering cost-

effective and reliable solutions to rapidly screen for corrosion on elongated structures such as pipelines1 

and rail tracks2.   

As with all NDE methods, each has its strengths and weaknesses, and GWT is no exception.  The key 

to success is to deliver the quality inspections while recognising the limitations.  The advancement of 

the GW technology over the years remains steady and optimistic.  A significant amount of research and 

development effort has focused particularly on the improvement of signal calibration to produce more 

accurate data interpretation and on providing quantitative measurement of a defect size using GW data.  

The former has yielded the development of novel advanced calibration methods, such as the Absolute 

Calibration method3 where the true levels of the signal amplitude is automatically calculated using a 

processing algorithm based on the reverberation signals; while the latter has led to developments such 

as guided wave tomography4 and thickness measurement using the Quantitative Short Range (QSR®) 

GW tool discussed in this paper.  These advancements are important steps to build user confidence and 

acceptance in GWT, and can often lead to better plant maintenance strategy in general.  This is 

particularly evident in recent years where GWT has been used in an increasing number of industrial 

applications. 
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One such application is the screening of pipelines for Corrosion Under Pipe Support (CUPS) which 

remains a common failure mechanism on ageing pipelines.  If left unchecked, it can result in major 

product leaks that would be detrimental to both the industrial asset and surrounding environment.  The 

area at the pipe support location (Figure 1) presents increased risk factors for corrosion.  These include: 

1. Increases likelihood of coating failure due to fretting and vibration at the support. 

2. Increase susceptibility to water accumulation due to design of the pipe support. 

3. Galvanic corrosion if pipe and support are dissimilar metals. 

 

Figure 1: The lifting of a 10” pipeline at the simple support location reveals a severe corrosion patch. 

The few traditional commercial NDE solutions for CUPS inspections, such as tangential radiography 

and multi-skip time-of-flight-diffraction (TOFD) are often deemed ineffective and difficult to apply 

particularly when access is restricted.  Others deploy circumferential guided waves using EMAT 

sensors5; however, this can only provide qualitative results and will require further prove-up if any 

defect is identified, in a similar fashion to the conventional long range GWT.   

In practice, any repairs of the CUPS defect will always require the lifting of the pipe off the support 

which is a delicate operation and has the potential to cause further damage to the pipeline integrity.  For 

this reason, the exact dimensions and morphology of any severe CUPS defect must be evaluated 

beforehand and hence qualitative NDE methods alone are simply not satisfactory. 

In this paper, the authors will discuss the new innovative short range guided wave method of QSR® and 

how it could be used together with conventional GWT to form a powerful inspection plan for CUPS. 

2. Guided Wave Screening of CUPS 

GWT has been deployed to screen CUPS in many refineries on a regular basis.  To perform a GW test, 

an array of transducers is attached to a convenient location of the pipe (usually at least 1m away from 
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the support to minimise any near field effect) and a GW signal is sent in both forward and backward 

directions.  Depending on the support type and the general corrosion level, multiple support locations 

can usually be screened from a single test position.   

Figure 2 shows a typical GWT result from a pipe with CUPS.  The bottom plot represents an A-scan 

result of the reflected signal amplitude against the distance from the transduction ring position; the top 

plot shows a C-scan result (or sometimes called an unrolled pipe display) over the same inspection 

distance.  The C-scan result provides a visualisation of the circumferential location of the defects or 

pipe features identified along the inspection range.   

 

Figure 2: a typical GW result for CUPS inspection. 

However, even with the latest tools available in the software, interpretation of GW signals for CUPS is 

inevitably complicated for a number of reasons.  First, any changes in the local stiffness due to contacts 

with the pipe produce an echo in the GW, so there will always be some level of interference when 

interpreting pipe support signals.  Second, the amplitude of these signals can vary significantly 

depending on the GW mode used, the contact loads, the contact area, the support material and the test 

frequency.  The signal amplitude can range from less than 0.1% of the incident signal for a large 

diameter pipe resting on a wooden support at high frequency, to more than 8% for a small diameter pipe 

resting on a metal beam with a large contact area at low frequency.   Although these effects have 

presented tough challenges, they can often be mitigated with better collection protocols and hardware 

arrangement.  For example, it is well established that the support echoes decrease with increasing 
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frequencies, and therefore by utilising a transduction system, such as the HD rings6, and by operating 

at higher frequencies, it is possible to minimise the interference effect and improve on the accuracy of 

the defect calls.  

At the moment, the GWT result sorts the CUPS into three severity categories – minor, medium and 

severe, from which the prove-up is organised using other NDE methods such as those discussed earlier, 

should they be adequate.  It is only after the prove-up confirms the exact dimensions of the defects, that 

the plant engineers can prioritise the necessary mitigation activities.   

3. Quantitative Short Range (QSR®) 

There is nothing new about using shear horizontal (SH) circumferential plate waves to screen for CUPS 

on pipeline and in fact a number of commercial systems have been available on the market since the 

1990s.  The majority of these systems utilise EMAT probes for transmitting and receiving ultrasound 

signals5 which has the clear benefit of being non-contacting. It is therefore able to acquire accurate data 

even through thin layers of coating or rough surfaces, particularly as the operational frequencies are 

significantly higher than those used in conventional GWT.  

The highly portable QSR® system developed by Guided Ultrasonics Ltd. (GUL) also operates in a pitch-

catch configuration using two EMAT transceiver probes placed on the top portion of the pipe and 

separated by approximately 1/3 of the circumference to transmit SH circumferential waves in both 

clockwise and anticlockwise directions (see figure 3).   

 

Figure 3: Schematic of the QSR® system. 

The incident SH signal, composed of a multi-cycle Hanning-windowed toneburst, travels around the 

circumference (C) along the paths A and B, and further around the multiples of C to reach the receiver.  

However, as there are more than one SH modes that exist in a plate system, multiple SH modes (SHn 
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where n=1,2,3…) could be simultaneously excited and received at the same time depending on the 

operating frequency of the QSR® system.  It is worth noting that except the zero order SH mode (SH0), 

the SHn modes are dispersive (i.e. their velocity changes with frequency) and exist only above their cut-

off frequencies.  Therefore, at the very low frequencies where only SH0 exists, the signal interpretation 

is relatively simple and the received signals from the different paths can be clearly identified in figure 

4.  By contrast, the signals received at higher frequencies consist of multiple SH modes travelling at 

different speeds along the different paths, hence making the identification of the signals, let alone any 

defects, from this complicated time-amplitude data a near impossible task.  But in fact, this type of 

multi-modal time-amplitude data contains a vast amount of valuable information about the pipe 

condition along the propagation paths. The QSR® takes advantage of this information by using an 

innovative digital signal processing method over a range of frequencies.     

 

 

Figure 4: Pitch-catch time traces of the QSR® at low frequency (top) and at high frequency (bottom). 

Using this method, the QSR® is able to harvest a range of information at each test location, including:  

- Pipe diameter 

- Distance between the transceivers 

- Wall thickness along the top path (Path A) 
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- Wall thickness along the bottom path (Path B) 

- Minimal wall thickness along the bottom path (i.e. the CUPS defect) 

 

Furthermore, the QSR® tool is equipped with a high precision motorised system to provide continuous 

measurements along the axial direction of the pipe. 

4. Capability trial of QSR® 

To demonstrate the accuracy and effectiveness of the QSR® system, readings were taken from an ex-

service 12-inch pipe with a CUPS defect.  The QSR® measurements were subsequently compared with 

measurements performed by a 3D laser profile scanner, for which the accuracy is already well-

established.  The QSR® is placed on the top of the pipe at approximately 200mm from the centre of the 

support location as shown in Figure 5a.  A reading was taken automatically in 10mm axial increments 

and the entire support area of 400mm took approximately 4 minutes to complete. 

  

Figure 5a: Setup for the QSR® measurements on a 

12” Sch 40 ex-service pipe with CUPS. 

Figure 5b: Photograph of the CUPS on the 12” Sch 40 

ex-service pipe. 

Figure 6 compares the results for the CUPS defect between the QSR® system and the laser scanner. The 

comparison shows excellent agreement between the two techniques; any variations in the measurements 

are typically less than 0.5mm which is equivalent to a small percentage of the wall thickness for a 

Schedule 40 pipe.  Good repeatability in the measurements from the QSR® can be achieved by applying 

a consistent protocol.  

The QSR® has demonstrated the capability to obtain accurate remaining wall thickness measurements 

along the bottom path (Path B) and the nominal wall thickness (typically along Path A) at any given 

axial position on the test pipe without the need for any elaborate setup. 
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Figure 6: Comparison of measurements performed by QSR® and a laser profile scanner. 

4. Conclusions 

Over the last 20 years, GWT has demonstrated that screening pipelines for corrosions can be quick, 

efficient and cost effective. However, the lack of quantitative results means that any defects identified 

would require prove-up by a complementary technique.  The newly developed QSR® system represents 

the ideal means of performing this prove-up. The QSR® uses short range guided waves and a novel 

method of multi-modal processing to remotely size defects, providing a rapid and powerful tool for 

applications such as CUPS. Promising work has begun to evaluate the feasibility of using QSR® on 

other potential applications. 
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